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VOLUME I HOLLINS COLLEGE, MARCH 16, 1929, HOLLINS, VIRGINIA ----~---UMBER 10 
MOHICANS WIN AGAIN 
.IN ANNUAL CLASH 
For the second successive year the clan of 
Mohican emerged victorious from the annual 
tribal tlash which takes place the second Satur-
day in .March. This year this second Saturday 
jell on the 9th, and in the gymnasium at two-
thirty on that day the fight began. The Mo-
hicans spent the first five minutes rolling up a 
score of about six points and continued to 
throw more baskets in the rest of the first 
quarter, while in Ithe second they got extremely 
worried over the renewed vigor of the Reds, 
- which netted seven points to the Yemassee score. 
At the end of the first half the score stood 16-7. 
The Reds did not score in the next half, while 
the Blues succeeded in adding seven more 
points to their total. The final · score . was 24-7. 
The most outstanding feature of the game 
was the excellent passing of the Blue forwards, 
Siddy Wilson and Bet Pettigrew. This pass-
ing accounted for the greatest portion of their 
goals as they so evaded their guards . that they 
were able to obtain better shooting positions. 
The game was excellent from start to finish 
and, although there was little doubt from the 
beginning of the second half which team would 
be victorious, neither team slacked its pace. 
Mary Cornelia Hankins acted as captain 
during the game, Nancy Wilson, Red captain, 
being out of the game because of a broken 
finger. 
Cheers were led from the Red balcony by 
Julianne Butler, while those from the Blue 
balcony w~re led by Vera Howard. Mohican 
S-P-J-R-J-T and the Spirit of Yemassee were 
very much in evidence in procl~iming this the 
favorite of Hollins' athletic events. 
The game was refereed by Miss Webb, of 
the Collegiate School, Richmond, Virginia, 
assisted by Miss Lawrence, of the Y. W. C. A., 
of Roanoke. The line-up for the game was as 
follows: 
MOHIcAN-Quarles (Captain), Guard; Sorg, 
Guard; Stirling, Center; Hardwicke, Side 
Center; Wilson, E., Forward; Pettigrew, For-
ward. 
YEMAssEE-Hankins, M. Cornelia; . Guard; 
Schmidt, K., Guard; Moore, F., Center; Johns, 
Side Center; Tidwell, Forward; Newbould, 
Forward. 
SUBSTITuTION-Keesler for Johns. 
The teams were announced the Friday . after-
noon preceding the game by very attractive 
stunts in' the gym at 4:15. A musical program, 
introduced , Betty Trenbath, dressed as "Little 
Boy Blue," and bearing the placard "Rhapsody 
in Blue," was put on by the Blues, with Nancy 
Moore, Elizabeth Simmons, Virginia Jones, 
Mary Stoakley, Mary Lou Mayo and Betty 
Lowe in a singing and dancing revue. After 
'several ,songs, they formed two lines, between 
which the members of the team and sub-team 
marched to the song, ((The Blue ' Team on 
Parade." 
Following this was the Red stunt, which was 
of a little more serious nature. A chorus, made 
up of Ruth Peters, Victoria FitzGerald, Mary 
Sheperd Gray and Alice Robinson, sang II The 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE SIX, COLUMN 1WO) 
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Brief-Facts About 
History of Hollins 
, 
Established 1842. 
Charles Lewis Cooke became princi-
pal 1846. 
Operated for women exclusively 
since 1852. 
Named for Mrs. John Hollins, of 
Lynchbu~g, 1855. , 
N ever closed doors in 85 years. 
First charter~d institution -for edu-
cation . of women in Virginia. 
One of first woman's colleges in 
America. 
At first operated by Valley Union 
Educational Society. 
Then operated by Hollins Institute 
Board of Trustees. 
Privately owned and operated since 
1900• . 
Value of grounds, buildings, equip-
ment $1,236,000. 
College is free of debt. 
Present student enr,ollment 361. 
Students registered from 31 states. 
Grants degree in B. A. and B. M. 
Sdtool of Music one of finest in the 
South. 
Upon completion of present financial 
program will become a public, endowed 
college. . 
~.-------------------------------------------~ 
Spring Play to be 
. ' , ~roduced To-Night 
Tile Lamp and tile Bell, the poetic drama by 
Edna St. Vincent Millay, on which a large cast 
has been working for six weeks, will be seen 
to-night at 8 :15, in the Little Theatre. 
This play is the largest and most spectacular 
ever produced at Hollins. The . cast involves 
over thirty persons; the five acts include 
twenty scenes; the type of play demands many 
elaborate costumes. 
Beside the cast, the following groups have 
worked on various phases of . the play: Faculty 
Coach, Miss Susie Blair,; Student ~oach, Nancy 
Moore; Settings, Elizabeth Blount, Chairman, 
Louise DuBose, Mary Adams Holmes, Marie 
McHenry, Preston Smith; Costumes, Betty 
Lowe, Chairman, Katherine Witchen, Esther 
Bonnet, Regina Henebry; Lighting, Mary 
Adams Holmes; Make-up, Mary 'Agnes 
Snyder, Chairman, Alice Fairfax, Dewar Gor-
don, ' Nancy Whitfield; Music, accompani-
ments composed by Vera Howard, music be-
tween acts furnished by the Haesche Ensemble 
Club. 
This Is the last Issue ot ,.Student Ute" 
until after Easter 
DR. McBRIDE DELIVERS : 
INTERESTING lECTURES 
Dr. John M. McBride, head of the depart-
ment of English at Tulane University in New 
Orleans, 'on March 11th and 12th, gave lectures 
at Hollins. Dr. McBride, who is a former 
professor -of English at Hollins, returned after 
twenty-five years with a "feeling of mingled 
pride and gratitude"; pride for what Hollins 
has made of herself and gratitude for what 
she gave to him. 
The first lecture opened with charming in-
formality by showing slides on, the screen of 
what Hollins, ' and Hollins girls, looked like 
twenty-five years . ago. Amid little shrieks of 
delighted recognition such dear and familiar · 
figures as Miss T., Miss Bessie Peyton, Mr. 
Estes Cocke, were pointed out. Maude Johnson , 
we knew immediately as "Tim" Brown's 
mother because of the startling resemblance. 
The lecture itself proved no less entertaining 
than its prologue. The subject was Clzaucer 
and Uncle Remus. These two men, living and 
writing centuries apart, have a real point of 
contact. They both employ the kind of humor 
which makes the whole world kin. Chaucer, 
in the Nun's Priest's Tale, achieved his effect 
of delightful incongruity by a "rooster and hen 
talking about Cato and the Greeks while 
perched 011 a roost, in a chicken house." Joel 
Chandler Harris achieved his humor in much 
the same way. However, what is even more 
remarkable is that we find these two men 
actually using the same plot in uT lu Fox and 
Wolf in the Well." "Did Mr. Harris read 
Chaucer and translate him into dialect of the 
southern negro?" asked Dr. McBride. He then 
went on to explain that this same story ap-
peared in the folklore of practically every 
nation, with certain variations. 
Dr. McBride then proceeded to tell us more 
about the homely rabbit than any of us dreamed 
could be attr~buted to him. "In the first place," 
said our lecturer, "many have wondered why 
Uncle Remus chose so lowly an animal as the 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE SIX, COLUMN ONE) 
------~~~-------
Distingui8h~d Gue8ts at 
. Hollins this Week-end 
~iss Eleanor Coit, Educational Secretary of 
the Affiliated Summer Schools for Women 
Workers in Industry, at Wisconsin, Barnard 
, and Bryn Mawr, an~ Miss Louise Leonard, 
Director of the Southern Summer School for 
Women Workers in . Industry, at Burnsville, 
North Carolina, will be at Hollins this week-
end as the guests of Dr. Gladys L. Palmer. 
Miss Coit will speak Sunday morning, at 
twelve o'clock, at the Y. W. C. A. ~rvice and 
again in the afternoon on several aspects of the 
Workers' Education movement in America. 
Both Miss Coit and Miss Leonard were 
formerly on the staff of the Educational De-
partment of the National Board , of the Y. W. 
C. A., and have had considerable experience 
in labor problems from the point of view of 
women workers. 
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r.-------------------------------------------.~ Selection of the Fashion 
Show Models Announced !loUin •• t .. bent ~ife 
Published fortnightly during the 
college year by a staff 
composed entirely 
of students. 
STAFF 
E ditor-in-Chief ........ NANCY MOORE 
A ssociate Editor . ......... DEAN WEBB 
Associate Editor .•... EUGENIA BRIDGES 
Business Manager: . . MARGARET CROSBY 
Assistant BusinessM anager 
Try-outs for the Fashion Show to he given 
in the Little Theatre on May 23, 1929, have 
been held and the following girls selected as 
models: Sally Barrett, Ann Brown, Virginia 
Welton Crocker, Ann Cuculu, Jeannette Gil-
mer, Mary "Shep" Grey, Sue Heath, Margaret 
Huffard, Martha Huguely, Alice Lavendar, 
M~ry Lou Mayo, Virginia McClamrock, 
Shuley Newbould, Elizabeth Platt, Virginia 
Robertson, Mary Stoakley, Dorothy Towles 
Eleanor Wilson and Marion Wolff. ' 
The following girls have been chosen for the · 
parts of men: Elizabeth Blount, Dorothy 
Dickerson; Dorothy Quarles, Jean Offett Lulu 
There is certainly no better way to start the 
day in a bad humor than to enter the post 
office at the rush hour of ten o'clock. Not 
that one minds a few squeezes and shoves and 
pushings and hair pullings, which may result 
in nothing more serious than a few cuts and 
bruises, but, oh, how the disposition suffns 
when seeing some offending person who has 
gotten her mail either standing in the middle 
of the floor, wondering why Bill wrote on blue 
stationery or trying to straighten out a paper 
the size of the New York Times, or some just 
standing, holding the mail and waiting for 
someone four or five letters down the 
alphabet. There's another group that feels 
called upon to hold up the radiator, too, or to 
see how many people they can trip up from the 
convenient row of benches. All of w·hich, if I 
reduced to plain, hard words, only takes up 
space needlessly. It is a self-evident fact that 
all 360 of Hollins students, not to mention the 
members of the faculty, cannot get in the post 
office at the same time, in spite of the fact that 
they may want their mail at the same time. 
But if the people who have gotten their mail 
would get out of the post office and do their 
~aiting, or ~essing, or reading on the porch 
It would certamly leave a lot more room in the 
post office-and save plenty of would-be good 
dispositions! 
EMILY SAUNDERS 
, 
Reporters 
ELEANOR BRAY DOROTHY QUARLES 
DOROTHY DICKERSON PEGGY THOMPSON 
GRETCHEN . GRESS 
FRANCES HUNTER 
. HELEN KIRKPATRICK 
RUTH PETERS 
ANGIE TURNER. 
MABEL UZZELL 
SARA WELCH 
MARIAN WOLFF 
.!-. ___________________ ' _________________________ !i 
AND THIS IS WHY 
Criticisms have been made, many of them 
justified, regarding certain phases of STUDENT 
LIFE, and the Editor now takes this opportunity 
to explain and correct as many of these as 
possible; 
First, I understand that many readers object 
to the diminutive size of the paper and to the 
glaring absence of illustrations of any sort. 
The necessity for a small paper unadorned by 
cuts may readily be seen if you will but take 
into consideration the fact that since this is 
the first year Hollins has had a newspaper, the 
budget committee could only speculate as to 
how much money should be allotted for such a 
publication. Consequently, all year STUDENT 
LIFE has been handicapped by the unfortunate 
necessity of running on a narrow financial 
margin, pursued ever by that worst of fears, 
"going in the hole/' the first year. We who are 
primarily concerned with the success of this 
' paper are ' entirely conscious of the fact that 
the advertisements overbalance the pages, but 
we also know that the advertisements have 
been ' contracted for and may not be changed; 
we are aware that e)!:tra pages should be in-
serted occasionally, that articles are too con-
cise and short, due to the smallness of the paper, 
that a picture here and there would improve 
the appearance of any issue, and countless other 
aggravating tnings we see and cannot help be-
cause it is too late. Next year, however, many 
important changes are to be made. In this case, 
as in any other, we must live and learn. 
Verbally, ··as well as in The Forum, many ' 
discussions regarding the nature and principles 
of The Forum itself have been prevalent. The 
necessity and advisability for signed articles 
seems to have become apparent, due to mis-
statements that are certain to be made in an 
open department. Hereafter all articles must 
be signed, w'ith an indication as to whether or 
not the signalUI:e. itself is to be published, with 
the understanding that the editors will use 
their discrimirration and judgment as to whether 
or not the article itself shall be used. It has been 
charged frequently that many of the articles 
found in The Forum are trivial rather than 
momentous, superficial rather than grave. Per-
haps I may suggest two reasons for this fact: 
First, it is often the little things that irritate us 
most, that make our lives miserable, that under-
mine the big things that might have been 
pleasant. Also, it is those !lame minor things 
that can be corrected, while often the larger 
problems cannot be remedied without prolonged 
discussion, functioning and endless red tape on 
the matter. Second, if the articles are more 
superficial than deep, the fault lies with you 
Robinson and Elizabeth Triplett. ' 
.-~~l----
Interesting Piano Recital 
Given by Miss Adel 
Miss Florence M. Adel, of the musical 
faculty, gave a piano recital in Presser Hall, 
Sunday afternoon, March 3d, at 4 :30 o'clock. 
The numbers of most interest were Villanella 
and Siciliana, from an ancient dance suite 
rapid compositions having a wei"rd, melancholy 
strain throughout; the Impromptu in F Sharp 
Major, an exceedingly difficult piece which was 
rendered with excellent technique, and Cantique 
d' Amour, which brought the program to a 
brilliant close. The program was as follows: 
Toccatina ................... . ..... Scarlatti 
Ancient Dances 
From Suite arranged by ........... Respighi 
a. Villanella ............... . . Unknown 
b. Siciliana .. ... ...... .. ... . . Unknown 
Ballade . .................... ,..... Debussy 
Tan~o. in D . .. .. .. ... ..... A lbeniz-Godowsky 
SegUidillas ........................ A lbeniz 
Concert Etude . .... . ................ A rensky 
Impromptu in F Sharp Major . .. . ... . . Chopin 
Cantique d' Amour ............. .. ...... Liszt 
who are the readers; you are the ones who 
write that way. If you want serious articles 
if you desire long, intellectual discourses: 
compose them. The staff of a newspaper 
has nothing official to do with its public 
opinion department. That portion of the paper 
is "the voice of the people." This brings me 
to a criticism I have long desired to make and 
make emphatically. I am told that the majority 
of people enjoy reading The Forum, yet the 
majority of people certainly do not write for 
it .. Unless more escritational interest is shown, 
thiS department cannot usefully be maintained. 
I have been both surprised and disappointed 
in this lack of positive and constructive in-
terest in a department which aims to give· 
what all of you claim to want-free speech. 
In a community as small and condensed as 
this one it is impossible not to hear of every 
eventful occurrence as soon as it happens, and 
therefore, it is difficult for us to obtain any 
truly "startling news." Try to remember that 
STUDENT LIFE must go to press long before it 
appears in your mail boxes, thus ruining all 
chances even for "last minute" stories. Further-
more, there is an unseen censorship of certain 
articles that would be of interest. Thi,s type of 
censoring, though unofficial and unseen, is more· 
effective and choking than any other kind. 
Thus it is that STUDENT LIFE must feature only 
approved facts. To you, however, who object 
to the uneventful ness and mildness of the 
"news" that you must read, I say: The chief 
purpose of a newspaper at Hollins is, as I 
stated at the beginning of the year, the cata-
loguing and preservation of a detailed account 
of the events that take place at Hollins Col-
lege day by day: This is the duty of STUDENT 
LIFE, and therein lies its use and importance. 
Although we at Hollins pride ourselves upon 
being able to be recognized off campus as 
Hol!ins girls by our lIlanner and bearing, the 
feeling does not seem to extend itself to our 
own meetings and lectures. People from out-
side are subjected to facing an audience that 
wiggles, chews gum, shuffles its feet, or frankly 
goes to sleep. Not that this is all conscious--one 
girls moves, another turns to see what the 
matter is and the thing spreads like a disease. 
Each person feels that she is creating no dis-
turbance, but the whole effect is one of frank 
rudeness. Surely We can better this condition. 
Our dean even has called our attention to it 
publicly. Will we let it be said that we are 
ill-bred, will we acknowledge that we cannot 
sit still for an hour and a half at a time or 
that we . have progressed so little in the ev~lu­
tionery scale that we still have to ruminate? 
No, of course not! Then let's do something 
about it-sit still and listen! 
----0----
OBJECTED TO KNITTING IN 
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL 
Knitting needles may not click an · accom-
paniment to the debates in the London County 
Council. 
This unwritten law was laid down with 
emphasis by an irate masculine objector when 
Dame Beatrice Lyall, member for East Fulham, 
produced a pair during an all-night session and 
proceeded to click off interminable . hours of 
debate with as many inches of warm woolen 
sock. 
No woman has yet had the hardihood to 
produce knitting needles in the house of com-
mons, but in the past men M. P.'s have done so. 
The most famous knitter in parlimentary 
annals was one .of the Wason brothers, who 
were well known to a former generation at 
Westminster. They were such big met\ that 
they were prominent figures wherever they 
appeared and the spectacle of one of them, a 
man six feet tall and proportionately hefty, 
plying his knitting needles ·throughout debates 
in the house must have been incongruous. His 
fellow M. P.'s apparently thOught nothing of 
it, however, for there are no chronicled object-
ions in parliamentary archives.-Exchang~. 
Patterson Drug Co. 
Incorporated 
Our Stock is Complete 
B. FORMAN SONS 
Blue Moon 
J'ilk J'tockings 
N. W. PUGH CO. 
The Best Place· to Shop i~ 
Roanoke 
ESKELUND 
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Track Meet is Won 
By the Sophomores 
. The. track meet held Tuesday, March 5th, 
10 the gym, resulted in the victory of the Sopho-
mores, with the Freshmen second and the 
Juniors third. 
. Virginia 'Shanklin! '3,1, ~n~ Eleanor Bray, '3 1, 
tied for first place 10 mdlvldual scoring with 
Margaret Brown, '32, ·second Virginia Robin-
son, '3 I, third, and Dorothy' Sorg, '32, fourth. 
The Fre~hma~ team consisted of Dorothy 
S~rg, captam, MIldred McIntyre, Lucia Pegues, 
Tim Brown and Ted Miller; Laura Hoke, 
Esther Shoup and Nancy Harrison, subs. The 
Sophomore team .was represented by . Virginia 
~obert~n, .cal?t~m, Eleanor Bray, Virginia 
Sh~nklin, Vlrg10la Jones and Katherine Jones; 
Aline Burch, Preston Smith and Sis Partlow 
subs. The J u!lior . team consisted of Dorothy 
Q~arles, capta1O, Margaret Baker, Katherine 
HIli, Florence Underwood and Dewar Gordon. 
Na~cy Moore was the only member of the 
SeDlor team. . 
. The e~ents of the meet . were as follows: 
Rmgs, face vault o~ the box, oblique climbing 
on the ladder, sw10g jump, back vault on 
parallel bars, hand traveling without swinging 
o.n the ladder, side vault on the horse serpen-
~me on the. window, climbing the ropes, high 
. Jl!mf' rotatmg traveling on the parallel bars, 
bird s nest, the .relay race and obstacle race. 
. The. out~tand1Og event of the meet was the 
hIgh Jumpmg done by Dorothy Sorg, captain 
of the Freshman team. 
---~~)----
Hollins Students to See 
"The Doctor's Dilemma" 
Masters in the Art of Beauty Culture 
The D~ctor's Dilemma, by George Bernard 
. Shaw, Will be presented at the Hollins Little 
The~tre, March 18th, at 8 :30 P. M., under the 
auspices of the Triangle Chapter of the Hollins 
Alumn:e. Association. This play is one of the 
four which make up the season's repertoire of 
The Theatre Guild of New York. 
• 
Patrick Henry Hotel 
. CLARK'S 
SHOES . HOSIERY 
20 CAMPBELL AVENUE 
WEST 
WM. KOHEN & SON 
J'mart ~pparel 
for the 
College Miss 
The Doctor's Dilemma was written in 1906 
~nd has ~een an extremely popular play. It 
!S a m~rclless satire on the modern physician 
10 partIcular and professional men in general 
Among the many criticisms ot the play ar~ 
these: 
"Admirable, .i~mensely satisfying perform-
ance of that brIlliant and provoking comedy." 
-~Iexan~er W?Ollcott, New York World. 
Sparkling WIt and flawless acting."-Hans 
St~,ngel, New York Journal. 
Measures up t«;, the .Guild's finest standards 
. . . An act10g company that this town 
m~r well b~ proud of."-Burns Mantle, News. 
An addItIOn to ' the finer events of the 
se~son '.' . a sly and tingling treat, good 
wIDe. whIch needs no introduction."-Gilbert 
Gabriel, New York Sun. 
. "S~,perb acting. combiQed with jolly, pithy 
~lDes. -Joel DaVid Wolfsohn, Chicago Even-
rng Post. I 
. And the ~octors present-most of the best 
ID tow.n-en,J0yed the splendid play, the more 
splendId actlDg, and the entire atmosphere and 
glory of the affair. It was an event in the 
N
local . theatre."-Amy Leslie, Chicago Daily 
ews. 
Prices, $2.50 and $2.00. 
GALESKI'S 
For Style and Comfort 
in Glasses 
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Changes in the 1929·30 
Session are Announced 
The changes in the courses of instruction 
to be offered in 1929-30 were announced to the 
student body at Convocation on Wednesday 
Fe~ruary 2.7th, by Mr. Cocke, the same day o~ 
which the new · catalogue was received. 
The admission requirements have been modi-
fied a little, though no great changes were 
made over the improvements introduced this 
year. 
.In degree requirements, the cuniculum com-
mltt~e h.as recommended that there be some re-
duction ID the amount of prescribed work and 
also ~hat a course in hygiene· and one in oral 
English should be required. However, there 
are .no changes for the next session. In the 
musl~ department, in place of History IX, two 
ele~tlve hours are given-the psychology re-
qUIrement has been reduced to one and one-half 
hours but the elective hours must be taken 
from the arts course. • 
Significant changes for the year are found 
!n the courses of instruction. Some of the more 
Important of, these developments are as follows ' 
I. Bible-Entirely rewritten and a numbe; 
of new courses added. 
2. Chemistry-All four-hour courses· re-
~uced to three, with corresponding reduction 
10 laboratory or lecture work or both 
3. E ~onomics-. I is now 'required' for all 
courses. 10 economl~s as before, but in sociology 
for ~aJors and mmors only. Sociology I and 
II wIll ~e ope.n as general electives to Juniors 
and SeDlors .~Ithout the economics requirement. 
T~o addlt.lOnal courses are offered in Eco-
nomICS I, HIstory of Economic Thought and 
Current EC~>Domic and Political Problems. 
4. Engluh-The following additional 
courses are described ' under this department 
for next year: . 
a.. A course in oral English. 
b. A course in play production. 
5. French-Courses lIb and IVb are · dis-
continued. 
6. German-An additional course is an-
nounced ~or session 1930-3 I. 
. 7. Plltl~soplty-Psychology-A course in logic 
IS !o be gIven next session in place of social 
ethl~. . 
8: Physica! Ed".cation-~Iementary .hygiene 
which was discontmued thIS year, is dropped 
from the catalogue. 
9. Pltysic.r--Major offered under certain 
cohditions. 
10. Fine Arts-Arrangements have been 
made for three one-semester courses in fine 
arts, two to be given by Miss Dilla and one by 
Dr. E. Marion Smith. 
Other changes in the new catalogue, which 
~ere not announced by Mr. Cocke, may be of 
Interest. to the student body. Beginning with 
the sessIOn of 1929-30, classes will be held on 
Monday. afternO?ns, Saturday being the only 
half holiday dUrIng the week. Also next year 
the C~ristmas holidays have been' lengthen'ed 
and WIll extend from i 1:00 A. M., December 
20th, to 7 :30 P. M., January 7th. Other holi-
day~ and events follow the general plan of this 
sessIOn. O~---
Pictures of Hollins are ' 
Published in "Virginia" 
Th~ee pictures of Hollins were published in 
thl,:. wInt.er num~er of the Virginia, a magazine 
which IS published by the Virginia State 
C.h~mber of Commerce in the interest of Vir-
g1Ola. Th~ pi~tures represent places and people 
of state-wIde 1Oter~st and it is greatly to the 
advantage of HollIns that these pictures were 
chosen. 
. The Hollins scenes appear on a page en-
titled ~'Sports in Virginia's Schools," and are 
three 10 number, the leaders o~ hockey, base 
ball and archery. In a former Issue, views of 
the College were shown. .. 
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"THE OREAKING CHAIR" 
THRILLS AUDIENCE HERE 
THE CAST 
Angus H ol/y .. ............•... JACK ADIE 
Rose Emily TV inch . ... VIRGINIA MAGRUDF.R 
A nita Latter .. CATHERINE COLE. CALDWELL 
E ssai A issa .. . . ... ........... BOYD OWEN 
E d'Win Latter . . .. . . . .. HERMAN D. "'ELLS 
Sylvia Latter . .... ... ... MARY ANN JONES 
Mrs. Carruthers .. ..... RIA THOMAS GLASS 
John Cutting .. , .. . ......... . CHRIS RYAN 
Philip Speed . .... .. . . .. MIl.TON ApPERSON 
Dr. Denver . ............. GEORGE SPELVIN 
Oliver Hart . ............ CLYDE JENNINGS 
Henley . ......... \VILLIAM F. S. GRESHAM 
Jim Bates . ... ......... WASHINGTON REED 
The curtain rose and, with the first crack of 
thunder and rush of wind, the audience felt the 
foretelliflg of something disastrous about to 
happen. At the appearance of Edwin Latter 
in his chair: that creaked one sensed a sinister 
thing hovering about. What was it? The 
noise of the tom-tom added to the mysterious-
ness .of the plot. ' 
The story of the play, briefly, is as follows: 
Edwin Latter is deeply interested in the 
treasures obtained in the sacred tombs of the 
Egyptians. During a recent journey into that 
land he became lame from a wound inflicted 
by he knew not whom. Several of his friends 
suspected a Mr. Carruthers, an old friend of 
his. Back to England he came, bringing with 
him his second wife, an English girl who had 
been kidnapped and raised by a half-caste 
family. Here in England, Latter had received 
word from Carruthers, who was still in Egypt, 
to expect a rare and costly treasure. This was 
brought ' to him quite unexpectedly by his 
neighbor, Mrs. Carruthers, who had at one 
time been in love with Latter. Anita Latter, 
jealous of Mrs. Carruthers, entered after the 
delivery of the package and insulted her 
neighbor. That night Mrs. Carruthers was 
killed! During the course of the evening Holly, 
the butler, Rose, the maid, Anita Latter and 
Sylvia Latter had been at Mrs. Carruthers' 
home. When the murder was announced by 
Detective Oliver Hart, there were; besides Mr. 
Latter and his family and servants, ip Latter's 
home, John Cutting, fiance to Sylvia and re-
porter on the Courier; Philip Speed, his fellow-
reporter and friend, and a Dr. Denver, who 
was there to examine Mrs. Latter for what 
her husband believed to be some form of mental 
derangement. Who was the murderer? The 
title, UT he Creaking Chair," wa~ suggestive to 
many in the audience, but was it not over-
suggestive? 
There was not enough in the play hinging 
on the creaking chair. There was too much 
reference to it and not enough action with it. 
The play was an interesting play, but a weak 
one. . It was a poor play well done by an 
amateur group. It was not a true farce. The 
end of it, which was rather sermonizing, was 
flat~ incomplete and tho~oughly unsatisfying, 
as IS so often the case With mystery stories. 
The theme of the scene between butler and 
maid is one that is rather overworked. The 
two were too much in evidence. The character 
of the Egyptian, disguised as Philip . Speed 
was not a natural one. It is exceedingly ,un~ 
natural fOr a man of his , race to disclose facts 
in the manner in which he did. He was far 
too western. The rest of the characters with 
the possible exception of Holly and Mrs. Latter 
were exceedingly American. John Cutting 
was no Englishman! 
The plot contained many questionable loose 
ends, but the mechanics of the play were very 
well done. The actors obtained an apparent 
smoothness. The secorid act was by far the 
best in the play, but the spectators' interest fell 
rapidly in the third act, becoming more passive 
than emotional. 
What Kind of a 
- Girl is Edna Millay? 
.America:s for~most 'Y0man poet, Edna St. 
Vmcent Millay, IS sometimes "quick as a flame" 
and at other times- "sunk in depression like a 
cold, black mud." But up in her barn-studio 
in the Berkshire Hills, Miss Millay works hard 
at her verses, says Selma Robinson in McCall's 
for April: 
"Her coloring is that of an autumn leaf. 
Like an autumn leaf, it would seem that a 
sharp wrench or a stiff breeze would tear her 
from her stem. Like most persons with a 
creative instinct, she -is subject to temperament 
'Yhich s~eeps over. her in gusts-blowing some-
times high, sometimes low. There are times 
when life sings in her veins and she is almost 
childish in her movements, but sometimes she is 
sunk in depression like a cold. black mud. 
"She has a ready wit, a sense of the ridicu-
lous. , Down in Greenwich Village her patties 
were the merriest and when she moved away 
the Bohemian spirit o.f the neighborhood de-
par:ted . with her. ' Even I!0w, ·in the big old 
white farmhouse atop a hili of the Berkshires, 
ther~ are plenty of friends and lively talk and-
musIc. 
"At an age when most girls would be gradu-
ating, Edna St. Vincent Millay was enrolled 
in Vassar-the ~llege of her dreams. All her 
early reading had equipped her with a back-
ground that was amazingly wide and deep. 
She had a thirst for knowledge equaled only 
by her capacity for it. After graduation Edna 
moved to Greenwich Village and occupied a 
hall bedroom on Ninth Street with her sister 
Norm~. She found it no easy matter to ear~ 
-a living by writing poetry and she and her 
sister ' became actresses in the Provincetown 
Playhouse, a theater orr MacDougal Street that 
was once a stable and has the hardest benches 
in New York. 
"In 1922, Miss Millay was awarded the 
Pulitzer prize for the best volume of verse 
and in 1923 became the wife of Eugen J a~ 
Boissevain. He is a tall, sunburned man 
several years ' older than his wife. They hav~ 
the .same love of travel in strange places, of 
mUSIC, of books and the country. After their 
wedding they went to Europe and the Orient 
and on their return to this country they made 
their home in Austerlitz-a village hidden in 
the foothills of the Berkshires. Once or twice 
a y.ear they come to town, but they can hardly 
walt to get back. Miss Millay works in a barn 
that has been remodeled into a studio. It is 
literally in the tree tops. Her libretto to Deems 
Taylor's opera, The -King's Henchmen was 
written there."-Excllange. ' 
,-..-101----
Indoor Gymnastic 
Demonstration Given 
The indoor ' gymoastic demonstration was 
presented on Friday evening, March 1st, at 
7 =4S, by the Department of Physical Educatioo;' 
The events were as follows: 
Gymnastic Drill (modified Swedish) Fresh-
men; "Troika" (Russian folk dance, na~ed from 
their three-horse slei.gh), Freshmen; Clogging, 
Sophomores; Tumbhng and 'Stunts, Freshmen; 
"Gr~ek G.ames," Sophom?res; Individual Gym-
nastlc Drall (demonstration of corrective exer-
cise for faulty posture), Freshmen and Sopho-
mores; Apparatus, Sophomores' , "Gathering 
Peascods!! (Engl ish country danc~), Freshmen' 
"Sailors' Hornpipe" (English), Freshmen! 
Gymnastic Drill (Danish), Sophomores' pyra~ 
mid Building, Freshmen; Finale. ' . 
---~~ ..... ---
The moon was dark 
The light was dim, 
She kissed the ,man 
She thought was him-
He weren't. 
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REPRESfNTATIYE-FROM '. 
WELLESLEY SPEAKS 
M!ss Mart~a 'Biehle,ilie chairman of the 
Foreign Relations Organization, gave an ex-
treme~y c?mprehensive talk on the work of that 
orgamzatlon before the Hollins faculty and 
student. body, ~n March sth. She gave us a 
clearer Idea of Just what kind of work is done 
what the Foreign Relations Organization stand~ 
for and !he challenge it makes to the students 
of Ameraca. 
. "The National Student Federation of America 
IS an organization .to study student problems 
rather than to speCify any particular activity 
of student life," she said. For this work there 
are a series of standing committees to review 
the work done by the colleges of our country 
and to !lttempt a. solution of the difficult task ' 
of creatmg a feelmg of unity and kinship be-
• !ween the colleges of America .. One of the most 
""""'~~~_====_"='_==_ ~~~~::'!. ==~_~_=-=-~, _ Impo~~a~t o~ . th~s~ ~mm.~!.lees is that ~n Foreign 
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Relations. and. 1 rave!. In speaking 'of ' this 
group, ~ISS. Ble~le said, "In order to represent 
the .natlon we must have contact with other 
countries. They have a lot to show and to 
te~ch us. They have established national 
umons. under the C. I. E:- which operate co-
operative. stores, loans, restaurants, etc., and 
out of. t~IS there has g.rown a rem~Tkable unity 
of act~vlty. Such umons are active in many 
countraes and all students in those countries are 
~em~ers" This is so different from the situa-
tIOn 10 our ~untry. Here, students in one 
part of the ~nated States know nothing of the 
work ~one 10 other. colleges in the nation." 
For. thiS reason our membership in the Inter-
nat~onal ~onfederation of Students, which puts 
~s 10 actIve contact with over forty countries 
IS of. the gr,eatest importance for our under~ 
standmg peoples of other nations. It enables 
us to ',Dake friends "in a concrete way and 
thus discourage war and encourage peace." 
Ho~ever, the confederation does not preach 
paCifism but attempts at a better understanding 
among peoples of the worIa through the student 
group. 
. Miss Biehle attended the annual meeting of 
the. congress last year, held in Paris. Forty 
natIo?,s were .represent~d. This congress was 
he!d ,~ot to dls~uss national relationships," she 
said, but to diSCUSS what the students could 
do along various fields to help and promote 
stu~ent work of every country." The greatest 
achl~vements h~ve been along three lines-
helpmg. struggling students, an international 
~,anatonum at Geneva and efforts leading 
to travel and th~ actual meeting of the 
s~u~ents of the different countries." The 
U mted States is most interested in this latter 
work. Thousands of her students spend their 
summers abroad. "Though we are greatly in 
s 
Many Summer Tours to 
Europe are Announced 
D.uring the summer vacation months the 
Natl.on~l ~tudent Federation of America, at 
the mV.ltatlon of the C. I. E., plans to send a 
delegat!on of. one hundred American students 
on ,varaous traps through Europe. As in the 
past three years, they are to travel in small 
g~oups, st.ud~nt-Iead, tourist third cabin, and 
~11I remam m Europe anywhere from five to 
eight weeks. 
The speci.al ,ieatures of the C. I. E. tours 
are the hospltahty and entertainment offered by 
~e!Dbers of the Student Unions of the countries 
v~lt~d. Arrangements are made through Com-
miSSion III, of the C. I. E., and student guides 
travel everywhere with the party. Private 
houses are ~pened and dinners, balls and 
dances are given. Unusual glimpses of in-
dustry and public life are made available as 
well as the commoner Baedeker trips to 
mpseums and points of interest for those who 
wish th~m an~ ther~ are many opportunities to 
form ~raendsh'ps with fellow students in other 
countraes. ' 
Tou.rs this year cover the British Isles, Latin 
.countraes, Central Europe, the Balkans France 
and. Spain, Scandinavia, Poland ~nd the 
Baltl~, Germa~r , ~nd Austria, an itinerary 
covermg five prmclpal European cities and a 
!Dodern art tour. All have in common' a week 
10 Lond~n, with visits to Ux!ord or ~ambridge; 
anot~er m <?eneva, the kaleidoscopIC capital of 
the.lOternatlo!,al world, and several days in 
Paris,: and-JOY of joys for the weary peri-
patet,c--fiv~ o~ six days unscheduled, for loaf-
109 or special Jaunts. 
Because the C. I. E. tours are becoming more 
reno~ned am~mg college- generations, the 
Foreign Relations Office of the National 
Student Federation of America looks forward 
to no difficulties in filling the one hundred-
student quota. Already leaders have been 
c~osen for the. various groups and accommoda-
tlons ,are b.emg booked on the Cunarders, 
S. ,S. Caronla and S. S. Carma"ia, for June 
~lSt ~nd July 3d. Student organizers are work-
109 • 10 the colleges and before May 1St I the 
National Student Federation of America hopes 
to. have one hundred students enthusiastic to 
en,oy the advan.ages of international friend-
ship and travel. 
----o--~-
AN ARITHMETIC OF .1649 
In th~ Garcia library of the University of 
Texas IS the oldest arithmetic in America 
Upon touching its vellum covers and buck~ 
skm thonp your memory may go back, to that 
proud. but u!lwelcomed day when your own 
~hoo!,mg arrived at the portal page of "frac-
tIOns. With awe one discovers that pupils of 
1649 had. to wa~e through seven chapters of 
mathematacal quacksands. The pioneers evi-
del!t1y ~esired to obtain strength of mind in 
their children for it was a stern age. Another 
chapter was devoted to the formation of mili-
tary companies in squares, hexagonal units 
al!d other ' strange geometrical forms. Other-
wise the book shows pupils struggled with the 
same problems that perplex modern youngsters. 
-Exchange. 
Fatrick He~ Hotel 
favor of this," Miss Biehle said, "our students 
should be w~rned of the danger of running 
over ~urope Just for fun, of traveling without" 
speakm~ any. language ~ut French. A distinct 
ant~gonas~ IS felt agamst the youth of the 
Unated States who use Europe as a playground. 
yv~ make them cater to us entirely. Therefore, 
It .IS hard to get into their homes and see some-
thmg of t~e real people of Europe." To en-
courage thiS better .understan~ing, tours have ' ==================== 
been planned espeCially for students. These 
Aufenger 
Maker of Portraits 
New American Theatre 
Building 
to~rs are not commercial affairs competing 
wl.th other tours. They have as their aim the 
enJo!ment ,~f Europe. The student tours the 
contment m a slow fashion and sees th 
people and ~laces of interest often closed to th: 
_ regl!lar touns!. By grants from the League of 
N atlOns ce~tam otherwise restricted privileges 
and reductIOns are offered. This proves that 
the European students really want you to come 
over and learn." 
. "But," continued Miss Biehle, 
sull peat~r group of stu'dents' 
that IS the group that remains 
group not _ only has a duty 
"th . ere IS a 
to consider, 
here. This 
toward the 
futu.re of the United States but toward the 
foreign students. We iue apt to neglect him 
to make him feel that he is a 'second party ~ 
Our work here is obvious." She then spoke o'f 
!he c:ourtesiel\. we owed foreign students travel-
:~g m Ameraca and concluded with the plea, 
If you are among the group which goes to 
~urope, keep your eyes open and make a fair 
Jlf~gmen! of their country. Let us, in our re-
!aton. with people of other countries, be as 
lOtelhgent as we would have them be with us . 
Perhaps the peace and independence of the 
wo~ld depends on our understanding and in-
telhgence as on those people who are to-day 
our leaders." " 
, 
, 
, 
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DR. McBRIDE DELIVERS 
INTERESTING LECTURES 
( CONTI NU ED FROM PAGE ON E) 
rabbit to be the hero of his stories." The 
history of the rabbit is not that of a lowly 
creature we soon discovered. In fact, accord-
ing to ~ncient easter? tradition, ,?od pu~ the 
picture of the hare In the !flO?n In .g~at1t~de 
for his virtue and self-sacnficmg spmt. So 
the rabbit starts out as a god and ends as a 
trickster. Why ? Because, if a god works 
miraCles and sorcery he is apt to degenerate 
and this is what happened to the rabbit." The 
rabbit stories have made a cycle throughout 
the world. They begin in the east and, with 
slight and rema'rkable variations, wedge them-
selves firmly into the lore of France, Germany, 
England Korea, China, Japan, Mexico, Africa, 
and the~ce to America, through the influx of 
slavery. In all these count~ies the ~abbit 
stories have their hero succeeding by tnckery 
and at the same time have the amusing sort of 
humor which makes them all kin. 
On Tuesday morning, at eight o'clock, Dr. 
McBride spoke to Miss Jenkins' ballad class 
and Dr. Janney's English Literature I. It is 
indeed unfortunate that the entire student body 
was not able to parti'cipate in this .enjoyable 
hour. Dr. McBride read many of the ballads 
and their various versions in his characteristic 
entertaining manner. Dr. McBride believes 
in " individual composition of the ballad, with 
the crowd acting as impetus. A crowd never 
made up anything good and some of our folk 
ballads show real artistic skilL" . 
, In his last addressf Dr. McBride figuratively 
transported us out under the trees where we 
lay in lazy luxury and listened to the:. songs of 
birds. We were urged first to "come into actual 
touch with the beauties of nature. Thousands 
can think. To see clearly is poetry, philosophy 
and religion all in one. Your education depends 
on how far you can see." Lowell says "it is the 
imperative duty of wise men to see in a thing 
that which makes it pleasing to others." In 
other words, do not . pride yourself on what 
you can't see but what you ' can see. 
The remainder of the lecture was devoted 
to an indescribable discussion ' of birds, their 
peculiar calls and coloring . and habitations. 
Dr. McBride described the sparrow, wren, 
pee-wee, chick-a-dee, blue bird, cardinal, thrush 
family skylark, nightingale, crow, meadow 
lark ~oodpecker and mocking bird. The mock-
ing 'bird, according to Dr. McBride, surpasses 
all other birds in intensity and power of song. 
He utters notes of such rapt fervor that we 
unhesitatingly call him "the king of song birds" 
in our land. 
Dr. McBride denounced in scathing terms 
the "murderers" of birds. "We knock a poor, 
innocent calf in the head and then go shoot a 
jay bird for eating an egg!" 
In conclusion, Dr. McBride reminded us that 
at Hollins we ' have the right environment to 
learn birds and their calls and it is an oppor-
tunity which should not be lightly passed by. 
"Cultivate devoted study and patient observa-
tion of out-of-doors." 
"Oh, lady, <we get but what <we give 
A nd in our life does nature live." 
---~~~---
Dr. Esther Colkins 
Speaks at Hollins 
Dr. Esther Colkins, national secretary of the 
International Relations Committee of the 
A. A. U. W., who is the guest this week-end of 
Dr. Natalye Colfelt, spoke last night on the 
economic activities ' of the League of Nations. 
Dr. Colkins will address the Political Science 
Class, and any other persons interested, this 
m.orning at eleveJl o'clock, in the Economics 
classroom, on some other activity of the League. 
MOHICANS WIN AGAIN 
. IN ANNUAL CLASH 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE) 
Turtles are Corning." The team and subs 
came in, leaping over the Mohican. turtles as 
stepping stones to Victory, and kneehng before 
Courage, Good Sportsmanship and Victory, 
portrayes! by Marion Wolff, Mary Agnes 
Snyder and Alice Harris, took their vows to 
them. 
Saturday night the teams were honored with 
a banquet in the dining room. The banquet 
table had been arranged in the form of a cross, 
with four sections emerging from a center-
piece representing a large wigwam, around 
which were several Indian figures. The pro-
grams were covered with smaller wigwams 
which had been painted with arrows and 
turtles arid various other figures. Clay pipes, 
tied with ribbon, were at the place of each. The 
colors of the clans were used in the crepe paper 
decorations. Mr. Turner presided at the 
banquet and, after reading the telegram~ re-
ceived introduced RO!!abelle Gould, president 
of the' Monogram Club, who made the awards. 
Class numerals were awarded to Virginia 
Price '29, Margaret Baker. '3.0, Virginia Rob-
ertso~, '3 I, and Dorothy Sorg, '32. 
Monograms were won by Sunie Johns, '30, 
Nancy McIntosh, Charlotte Patch, Elizabeth 
Hardwicke, Sis Partlow and Eleanor Bray, '31. 
Sally Barrett, Bet Pettigrew, Elsie Griffin, 
Helen Bleuthe, '29, Dorothy Quarles and Vir-
ginia Webb, 3.0, were awarded Stars. The 
highest athletic award, the Hollins Blanket, 
was awarded to Siddy Wilson, who is the first 
member of the Class of 193.0 to receive this 
honor. 
Following the awards, Mr. Turner presented 
the cup to Dorothy Quarles, captain of the 
Mohicans, who accepted it on behalf of her 
team. After this, Miss ' Atwell announced the 
Varsity Basket Ball Team, which is as fol-
lows: Forwards, Siddy Wilson and Ted Tid-
well; Center, Janet Stirling; Side Center, 
Elizabeth Hardwicke; Guards, Dorothy 
Quarles, Nancy Wilson and Mary Cornelia 
Hankins. 
Three former captains, Mrs. Turner, Mohi-
can, Bobby Hunt Burton, Mohican, and Pat 
Donnan, Yemassee, were also at the banquet 
table. Several other alumna: were present at 
the game and telegrams were received from 
Sarah Middleton, Isabel Hancock, Jane Geer, 
Mary Ellen Franklin, Eloise Kelly, Lillian ' 
Cromer, Audie Mann .and Libba Bass. 
----~---
WA Y OF A TRUCKMAN 
WITH A MODERN MAID 
As the truck came to a sudden stop a natty 
little roadster behind it, in spite of a violent 
application of brakes, ended with its front 
bumper giving the rear end of the truck ever 
so slight a jolt. 
"Well, blankety-blank, blank it! 
know how to drive, ya so-and-so? 
the big idea, huh?" 
Don'tcha 
What's 
I put my hands over my ears, but it did no 
good. 
"Who in the this-and-that gave you a 
license, ya something-or-other? For two cents 
I'd-" , 
What crass vulgarity, I thought, now slightly 
irritated. Is it any wonder that such people 
stay in the same old rut? Imagine one of my 
profession using profanity like that! 
"x-xx··· !-!"-still the din kept up. 
Finally I lost what scant patience I retained. 
"Miss," I said with as much dignity as I 
could muster, "I'm sorry I had to stop so sud-
denly, but I had no desire to run over that 
three-year-old youngster who dashed across the 
street. Now, go along t.o your tea or bridge 
party-your car isn't damaged . . And as I said 
bef.ore, I'm very, very sorry." 
And with that I climbed into my truck and 
drove "way.-Kansas City Star. 
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Debating Society May 
Be Instituted at Hollins 
There is a rumor to the effect that we' are 
about to have debating on campus. There has 
never been anything .of this kind at Hollins in 
recent years and its institution should be bene-
ficial. The work necessitated in a debating 
society would provide intellectual recreation. 
We came to college to improve our intellects. 
Therefore, we will welc.ome the idea of this 
new society and are anxiously awaiting further 
developments. 
-- -.-~:----
CLAIM UNCANNY POWER 
ABSORBED FROM TREES 
In Liberia and Sierra Leone, in nprthern 
Africa, there is a small element of the residents 
who devote themselves to a rather uncanny life 
in the forest and so devotedly that they become 
part of the forest, entering into its moods as 
much as the very .trees themselves. . In fact, 
they claim to consort with the trees. By watch-
ing them and studying them, and by constant 
association with one particular tree, they claim 
that there i.e an interchange of thought and 
sympathy through which these persons are 
enabled to ascertain information, often of a 
very advanced nature. A few years ago it is 
recorded that one of these persons visited an 
American representing some industrial inter-
ests and told him of the sale of a great tract 
of land in the vicinity and gave him the name 
• of the man who would come to take charge. 
Just out of 'curi.osity a note was made of the 
name and the 'memorandum was properly 
witnessed and four months later the predicti.on 
turned out to be absolutely correct in every 
particular. The forest lore is handed down to 
. relatives.-Excllange. 
--~~,---
CLOTH ONCE "PRINTED" 
BY A LABORIOUS PROCESS 
Cloth was printed before the book-printing 
press was invented. It was a laborous process. 
The design for calico cloth was outlined on the 
surface of a wooden block, the outlines were 
bounded by pieces of brass or copper and the 
surface filled in with felt to hold the color. 
Sometimes designs of as many as three or four 
colors were printed by thi!! method. When 
the ' block was completed it was ' dipped in a 
color box and the pattern was then impressed 
up.on the fabric by stamping by hand and for 
each color to be printed the cloth had to be 
stamped by a separate operation. 
It would take a man and one or two helpers 
a whole year to print as many yards of cloth 
as can be printed on a modern printing 
machine in probably a day or a little more. 
----l~f---­
PAPER, OLD AND NEW 
Modern paper receives its share .of criticism, 
perhaps not unjustly. It is asserted that present 
day paper is perishable, that books printed upon 
it will not last and comparisons unfavorable 
to the paper of t.o-day are dra.wn between the 
old-fashioned article and the new. 
Much that has been said on this subject is 
undoubtedly true, but the inference must not 
be drawn that all old paper was lasting. The 
investigations go t.O show that the paper of 
past days was often very poor stuff. The 
history of paper making in Europe, from the 
time of its introduction into Spain by the Moors 
in the eleventh century, shows that from its 
earliest use paper was deemed fit .only for 
passing documents and that when it was first 
used in bound books it was thought necessary 
to bind alternate leaves of parchment and 
paper, as paper was deemed too brittle to ' 
stand the strain.-Excliange. 
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Washin...s:ton Trip is . 
Planned for Easter 
In view of the fact that the curtailment of 
the Easter h.olidays has made it impossible for 
so many girls to g.o home, Miss Maddrey has 
arranged two interesting three-day tours to be 
taken from Hollins instead of remaining at 
college during East'er. The first trip is to 
Washlngton, leaving Roanoke at midnight, 
Thursday, and arriving in Washington early 
Friday morning. The sec.ond trip has been 
planned through the Shenandoah Valley, since 
so many girls who come to Hollins never have 
the opportunity to visit one of the most historic 
spots, not only of Virginia, but even of the 
United States. . 
Those taking the Washington trip will visit 
every chief place of interest in the "Birthplace 
of the Nati.on." The Capitol and the White 
House, together with the C.ongressional Library, 
will first be seen. Then the tour will include 
the .Bureau of Engraving and Printing, where 
paper m.oney can be seen in the process of 
being . rnader~the- F.r.eer -GaH~ ~ .. Art and ~tbe 
Corcoran Gallery of Art. From thence the 
party will g.o up the Washingt.on Monument, 
from the top of which the country can be seen 
for miles surrounding and the beautiful Lincoln 
Memorial reflected in the lake before it. 
The trip outside the city proper will include 
a drive thr.ough the residential sections of 
Washington, with their many stately homes, 
and expeditions to Rock Creek Park, the 
Zoological Gardens, St. Alban's Episcopal 
Cathedral, popularly called the "National 
Cathedral," where Admiral Dewey and Wood-
row Wilson are buried, the Franciscan Mon-
astery, Arlington, where can be f.ound both the 
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier and the Lee 
Mansion, Alexandria, and Mount Vernon, the 
home of George Washington . 
The party will stay at the "Arlington," one 
of Washington's finest and most modern hotels. 
The evenings have been left free of any pre-
arranged schedule in order that the students 
may attend whatever theater parties they desire. 
The three-day bus trip through the beautiful 
Shenandpah Valley will leave Hollins and stop 
first at Lexington, well enough known to 
Hollinsites that it is needless to say it is 
the site of Washingt.on and Lee and Virginia 
Military Institute. From there the busses will 
go t.o Staunton, the birthplace of President 
Wilson and the seat of Stuart Hall and Mary 
Baldwin Seminary. ' That night will be spent 
at a pleasant little inn at New Market, from 
which there will be a party to the Endless 
Caverns. Going on to Charlottesville, the 
party will have an .ogpprtunity t.o inspect the 
University of Virginia, founded and planned 
by Thomas Jefferson. 
Monticello is the next point of interest on 
the program. Not only is it famous for the 
old Jefferson home (to be seen by the party) 
which is maintained by the Thomas Jefferson 
Memorial F.oundation, but also f.or the McCor-
mick Observatory, where there is one of the 
most perfect astronomical lenses in the world. 
That ,night will be spent at the Monticello 
Hoter. \ 
On the return, the busses will stop at Natural 
Bridge for dinner. One of the largest .of all 
such phenomena, this natural bridge is fifty-five 
feet higher than Niagara Falls. 
This entire three-day trip, including all 
meals, rooms and transportati.on,· is being 
offered for but $2.0.00 if a party of twenty~five 
people can be got together, in order that a 
special Hollins bus may be reserved. 
----~~---
SCOTCH BIRTHDAY CARD 
Birthday greetings, Lassie, 
Merry Christmas, too. 
Happy New Year, Easter gladness, 
All I send to you. 
Incidentally, 'twoold be fine 
If you'd be my Palentine. 
I · 
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Mary Jane Clemens is visiting at William 
and Mary this week-end. 
Boppa Maslin, Florence Foy, Pat Donnan, 
Bobbie Hunt Burton and Emily Claire returned 
for a visit to Hollins durtng the Red and Blue 
game. 
Helen Partlow, Dorothy Towles, Drue Wil-
son, Anna Whitman, Betsy Milton, Christine 
Turner and Lura Fowlkes attended V. M. I. 
Mid-Winters in Lexington last week-end. 
Anna Whitman accepted a bid to the Kappa 
Delta Fraternity. 
Mrs. Edward Stone, patroness of Phi Mu, is 
entertaining the chapter at her home in Roa-
noke with a tea this afternoon. 
J 
Virginia Magnus attended the Washington 
and Lee informal on Saturday, March loth. 
Lura Fowlkes plans to go to Atlanta to at-
tend the Emory commence~ent dances. ' 
Laura Lavender spent the day here last week 
on her way home from Cuba. 
SaUy Taylor had as her guest Ann Anthony, 
from Sweet Briar. 
J ule Fowler will visit Mary Bell Deaton this 
week-end. 
Sis Partlow, Lib Christian, Nancy Murch and 
Jane Underwood attended the presidential in-
auguration ' in Washington on March 4th. 
Patty Godsey spent last week-end at her 
home in Bristol. 
Sarah Lynch and Mildred Mitchell visited 
their parents in Maryland last week. 
The Zetas had a house party at the Roth 
House last Saturday night. . 
~ary Tom Davis ' accepted a bid to Chi 
Omego. ' 
D-R-A-G-O-N extended bids to Elizabeth 
Houston and Aileen Burch. 
The Phi Mus' spring banquet was given on 
Saturday, March 2d, at · the Patrick Henry 
Hotel. . ' 
Miss Greenleaf, head of the- English Depart-
ment at Collegiate School for Girls, in Rich-
mond, and Miss Webb, of the Physical Educa-
tion Department, came down to visit some of 
the ex-graduates of Collegiate and the latter 
helped referee the Red-Blue game. ' 
Laura Thrower wa$., among those present at 
the President's Inaugural Ball .in Washington. 
She also visited friends at Chevy Chase while 
at the capital. 
Kay Jordon spent last week-end in Roanoke 
with her parents, who motored here from 
Charlottesville. 
Elinor Burwell went to Sweet Briar and 
Theo Theves visited friends at Randolph-
Macon during the past week. 
Mr. and Mrs. Schmidt drove to Hollins last 
week to see their daughters, Kay and Earnes-
tine. 
Mrs. Harris, Shirley Newbould's . mother, 
on her way from Florida to New York, stopped 
for a few ' days at Hollins. 
Miss Maddrey entertained the Senior Class 
in the drawing room, on Thursday, at a tea. 
Distinctive Apparel 
Exclusive Millinery 
MAYS 
---------------
J o K E S 
We have just compiled a neat symposium of 
exam questions to aid the faculty this June: 
ASTRONOMY 
I. It is twelve o'clock in Greenwich. Is 
this due to continental-with-marine-influences? 
Of course, young ladies, of course, but why? 
2. Explain the connection of continental-
with-marine-influences with the Belgian Relief 
Mission (he did mighty fine work over there, 
I . understand) . 
MODERN HISTORY 
I. What are the horrors of war? 
2. . Do you dread the , thoug~t of war? 
Why?, 
. 3. How many men were there killed in the 
last war? It'll probably be worse in the next 
'one, won't it? . . 
4. Explain the use of a French 7S as a 
peacetime instrument (for decorating village 
greens, for inaugural parades, etc.). 
HISTORY 
I. Trace the history of literature, art, 
philosophy, biology, astro'nomy, r~ligion, politics, 
economics and social institutions in the Twelfth 
and Thirteenth Centuries. Papers will be 
called in promptly. 
ECONOMICS 
. (MODERN EUROPEAN PROBLEMS) 
' I. What do 10U think about Europe? Be 
brief. 
2. Compare and contrast---()h, you know 
that ont anyway. 
(Answer one) 
ENGLISH 
I. Quote about ninety lines each from half 
a dozen poets, showing something about satiric 
verse, that is, verse in four-stress, or is it five? 
Why? Explain. Illustrate. 
2. "I never cared much for double time; 
it has a lousy effect." Do you think Shelley was 
justified? Illustrate by quoting freely from 
"Epipsychidion." , ' 
3. The ballad has been called the mother 
of English poetry. Not to stir up any scandal, 
or anything, but how do you feel about that? 
Feel free to quote. 
(J ust try to ,answer one) 
~ ~ ~ 
Old Maid: "Have you given the canary 
its bath?" 
Maid: "Yes, ma'm, you can come in now." 
g g ~ 
He (telephoning): "I'll be there in a jiffy." 
She (disappointed): "Aw, I thought you 
had a' Chrysler." 
~ ~ ~ 
And then there was the story about the 
spiritualist who couldn't go to sleep because the 
shades kept flapping in the room all night. 
~ ~ ~ . 
Julia Lamar (at the Tea House): "Mrs. 
Neal, how much are oranges 1" 
Mrs. Neal: "Fifty cents a peck.." 
Julia: "Gee! I didn't want to peck 'em." 
. ~ ~ ~ 
Mr. Cocke (in astronomy class): "Can you 
give me the name of any st~lr that has a tail?" 
Nancy Moore: "Well, the only one I ·can 
think of right now. is Rin-Tin-Tin." 
~ ~ ~ 
Sister: "What does your card say?" 
Brother: "'This is the mountain from 
which the ancients used to , throw their defective 
children. Wish you were here. Dad'." 
~ J:E Jl 
Farmer: "What are you doing up my 
apple tree?" 
Small aoy: "Believe it or not, mister, I 
just fell out of an airplane." 
